A N S A R M E M O N | Frontend Engineer
+971 52 913 9295 | amourycodes.com | ansarkmemon@gmail.com | Dubai, UAE

ABOUT ME
I am a pragmatic Frontend Engineer with a deep interest in architecture and design patterns that help build scalable
applications. I am known for my enthusiasm to learn and apply the latest tech stack where it makes sense. Apart from
coding, I enjoy collaborating with other developers, coming up with solutions, and in general dabbling with the full
stack and container ecosystem.
On a regular basis, I mainly work with ReactJS, AngularJS, NodeJS, Redux, Typescript, Docker and Kubernetes.

TECHNICAL SKILLS
DESIGN TOOLS

FRONTEND TECHNOLOGIES
html5

css3

webpack
sass

javascript (ES6)

react

redux

typescript

illustrator

graphql

xstate

invision

photoshop

sketch

figma

BACKEND TECHNOLOGIES
java

nodeJS
express

php

golang

spring boot

nextJS

D ATA B A S E T E C H N O L O G I E S

OPS TOOLS
git

docker

shell

kubernetes

firebase

NON COMPUTER LANGUAGES
ENGLISH

(Fluent)

HINDI

(Fluent)

M A R AT H I

(Intermediate)

ARABIC

(Basic)

ME ONLINE
GITHUB

github.com/amoury

WEBSITE

amourycodes.com

LINKEDIN

linkedin.com/in/amoury

mySql

mongoDB

WORK EXPERIENCE
FRONTEND ENGINEER

Namshi.com
2018 - Present

As a part of the Namshi’s frontend team, some of the things I work on •Improving the website performance and building new features to enhance the
User Experience, thus helping the company increase its conversion rate.
•Developing and maintaining internal applications used by different teams and
number of stakeholders.
•Maintaining and resolving the bugs of the legacy code used by older applications.
•Working with the backend and the Product Management team to come up with the
new solutions to any technical challenges.
•Mentoring the juniors and helping them learn the stack as quickly as possible.

Tech summary Typescript | React | Redux | Javascript | AngularJS | NodeJS| XState

UI / UX DEVELOPER

The Raizuli
Design Services
2013 - 2018

•Working with clients to understand their needs and business challenges and to
come up with creative solution.
•Using my design skills to develop highly intuitive and modern User Interfaces while
following best User Experience practices.
•Writing clean, modular and scalable code to develop the website’s frontend and
backend services or integrating with commonly use CMS technologies.
•Keeping up-to-date about the new technologies & frameworks and advicing the
clients on the best technology to consider for solving their problems.

Tech summary PHP | WordPress | Woocommerce | Javascript | JQuery | React | Shopify

TECHNICAL MANAGER
- MEDICAL DIVISION

•Conducting product demonstrations / presentations to convince the end user of
the device benefits for their organizations and patients.
•Identifying the market needs and finding the right products to fulfill those needs.

BDH Middle East
2012 - 2013

•Maintaining the database of competitors, their products and their pricing
strategies.
•Providing clinical training to the end users and ensuring that they are confident in
using the device to treat patients.

PRODUCT SPECIALIST
- MEDICAL DIVISION

Metromed Inc.
2010 - 2012

•Organizing product demonstrations, site visits and follow up and establishing the
new brands in the market.
•Developing systems to maintain customer details and notes, as well as systems to
generate reports.
•Preparing and coordinating the tender response and validating the tender
documentation in collaboration with line manager.
•Generating records and maintaining customer profiles, including keeping track of
key decision makers.

ACHIEVEMENTS
These are some of the achievements / highlights that I am proud to share -

@NAMSHI
•Started a team-wide learning initiative i.e. a monthly seminar called “Frontend Learnings”. This has helped the team to grow their skills and
as a result, achieve cleaner code and adopt best practices.
•Built a dashboard for visualization of “Black November sales” which has received a warm response by the management, and is now
being used company-wide to visualize the numbers on a monthly basis.
•Proposed a new feature for the site “Follow Brand”, that will help personalize the marketing efforts to the target audience. This feature has
now been accepted by the management is currently in development.

E D U C AT I O N
A C A D E M I C Q U A L I F I C AT I O N S
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
BLOCKCHAIN SPECIALIZATION
MASTERS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)
FINANCE GRADUATE

BACHELORS IN ENGINEERING (BE)
ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS

IIIT Bangalore
2018 - 2019
Mahe Manipal, Dubai
2011- 2013

Birla Institute of Technology, Ranchi
2006 - 2010

